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GEODESICS AND JACOBI FIELDS

IN BOUNDED HOMOGENEOUS DOMAINS

J. E. D'ATRI AND ZHAO YAN DA

Abstract. We examine geodesies in bounded homogeneous domains equipped with

an admissible Kahler metric. As in the symmetric case, there are no selfintersecting

geodesies but, in contrast with the symmetric case, focal points can exist even in the

Bergman metric.

1. Introduction. Let D be a Kahler manifold biholomorphic to a bounded

homogeneous domain in a finite-dimensional complex vector space. Unless other-

wise specified, we will assume the Kahler metric is a constant multiple of the

Bergman metric. Since 1961 [12]. it has been known that there exist nonsymmetric

domains in which some sectional curvatures (even some holomorphic sectional

curvatures) can be positive. Recently [6], it has been proved that D is symmetric if

and only if all sectional curvatures are nonpositive. Thus it is natural to ask in what

ways the existence of some positive curvature distinguishes the differential geometry

or function theory of a nonsymmetric domain from that of a symmetric one.

Let b be a point in D and let y be a unit speed geodesic with y(0) = b. Two

well-known consequences of nonpositive sectional curvature are that b has no

conjugate points (i.e.. any nontrivial Jacobi field along y vanishing at b has no other

zeros) and even no focal points (i.e., any nontrivial Jacobi field along y vanishing at

b has strictly increasing length, see [9,13]). The first property says that b is a pole

and allows one to introduce global geodesic polar coordinates which are useful in

obtaining function-theoretic estimates, see [11], The second property allows one to

construct a boundary for D in terms of classes of asymptotic geodesies, see [10], also

[7].
In this note, we are not able to answer the question about the existence of

conjugate points although laborious calculations in many special cases (omitted) lead

us to believe there are none. We will show that at least D has no selfintersecting

geodesies. Perhaps more surprising, we will be able to show that there exist examples

in which there are focal points. Our basic approach is to use normal 7-algebras and

we use the papers [3-6] as our general reference (although of course the whole

subject originates in the work of Gindikin, Pyatetskii-Shapiro, and Vinberg (see e.g.

[8,14,15])). The basic work of Gindikin, Pyatetskii-Shapiro, and Vinberg asserts that

any bounded homogeneous domain with the Bergman metric is biholomorphically
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isometric to a Lie group with a left-invariant Kähler-Einstein metric and complex

structure defined by a normal /-algebra structure on its Lie algebra.

2. Results. We now fix notation and assumptions for the rest of this paper. Let 5

be a connected, simply-connected Lie group with Lie algebra § and suppose we are

given j: § -» ê, u: ê -* R making (s>, j) into a normal /-algebra. Let 5 have the

left-invariant Kahler metric defined by (X, Y) — u[jX, Y] (to be called an admissi-

ble metric and not necessarily the Bergman metric.) We have an orthogonal direct

sum decomposition

(1) ê-a©2na.       n = 2n„ = [*,»]
a a

where a is an abelian subalgebra, each a is a real linear functional on a and na is the

root space on which ad a acts according to the root a, i.e.

na = {Y G ê: [H, Y] = a(H)Y for ail H G a}.

There are linearly independent roots e,,... ,er, R = dim a, so that 2/ne = a and

we may fix Xk E nE so that ek(jXt) = 8k/. Every other root is of the form %(ek ± e¡),

k < I or \ek although not every such expression need be a root. We note that the

covariant derivative V of the Riemannian connection may be computed from

(2)

2(vxY, Z) = ([X,Y],Z)+ ([Z, X],Y)+ ([Z,Y], X),       X,Y,ZEê.

Pick an orthogonal basis {Vx,. . . ,VN] of % so that {VX,...,VR} E a,

{VR+],..., VN} E n. Let y be any geodesic. At any point/? G S, {(Vx)p,...,(VN)p} is

an orthogonal basis of 7^,5 so we may write

(3) Y'(r) = 2/(0(^)y<o-

For each t in the domain of y, let y'(f) he the left-invariant field on S agreeing with

y'(0 at the point y(t) so that

(3)' y'(t) = ^f(t)V,.

Then, again for fixed t, we have for any W E §

(4)

0 = <VYY, W)(t) = ((2/'t/., W)+ZffJ (VyVj, W))(t)

= ((Zfi'Vi,W)+2-2fifJ(([Vi,Vj\,w)+([W,Vi],VJ)+([W,VJ],V,)))(t)

= Ï(V„W) f'(t) + {[W,y'(t)],y'(t)).

Define the element H0 E a by H0 — ̂ =xjXm/m. From the form of the possible

roots of a on n, we see that a(H0) > 0 for every root a. Clearly then a(H) > 0 for

all roots a and all H in a neighborhood a+ of H0 in a. Thus, for H E a+ , ad H is a

symmetric, positive semidefinite operator on § which is positive definite on rt.

We need the following lemma which is presumably well known but since we

cannot find a specific reference, we will supply the proof.

Lemma 1. In a Riemannian homogeneous space, any nontrivial selfintersecting

geodesic is periodic.
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Proof. Suppose y is a geodesic, parameterized by arclength, with y(0) = y(r) = b

for some fixed t > 0. We can find Killing vector fields Xf,...,X% so that

{(X*)h,.. .,(X%)h} is an orthonormal basis of the tangent space at b. Then

y'-(y',Xk*)=(y',Vy.Xk*)=0 so (y'(0),(Xk*)h)= (y'(r),(X*)h). Thus y'(0) =

Y'(t) which by uniqueness of the geodesic with prescribed initial vector shows that y

is periodic with t a period.

Now we have enough information to prove our first main result.

Theorem 1. Let D be biholomorphically equivalent to a bounded homogeneous

domain and be given an admissible Kahler metric corresponding to a simply-transitive,

split-solvable group S of holomorphic automorphisms (in particular, this would include

the Bergman metric). Then D has no nontrivial selfintersecting geodesies.

Proof. Suppose y were a nontrivial periodic geodesic parameterized by arclength

and write y' as in (3). In (4), take W = H G a+ . Then <ad H(y'(t)), y'(t))^ 0

implies 2(V¡, H) f'(t) *£ 0 for all t. Since the periodic function S(J^, H) f then has

nonpósitive derivative, it must be constant and we have

(5) 0 = 2(K, H)f,

(6) 0=(ad//(y'(/)),y'(0>-

Since (V¡, //)= 0 for i > R and H can vary in the neighborhood a+ , (5) implies

fl = 0 for ; < R. Write y'(0 = (?'(0)« + (?'(0)„» tne sum OI Q ana< n components.

Then (6) implies 0 = (ad H((y'(t))n),(y'(t))n). Since ad H is positive definite on n,

we get (y'(O)h = 0- Thus y' = 2f=1a,L^ G a for some constants a¡. By homogeneity,

we may assume y(0) is the identity of S so y(t) = exp(/2f=1a,-^). But for simply-

connected, split-solvable Lie groups, it is known that exp: § -» S is injective so y

cannot be periodic. By Lemma 1, this proves the theorem.

Remark. The situation here is a special case of an admissible metric on an

NC-algebra in the sense of Azencott-Wilson [1]. It would be interesting to see to

what extent this theorem generalizes to the NC-algebra case. In this regard, we

would like to thank J. Dorfmeister who simplified our original proof by suggesting

the use of the operator ad H0. The relevant point is that in any NC-algebra §, there

exists an element H0 in a with a(H0) > 0 whenever a ¥= 0 and a + iß is a root.

Before proceeding, we want to rewrite (4) explicitly as a system of differential

equations. Choose the orthogonal basis {VX,...,VN} so that each basis element is

either in a or in a root space. In (4), let W= Vk. Then the functions/ satisfy the

system of differential equations

(7) 0=|F,|2/; + 2([K,,^.],^)//,        \<k<N,

where the coefficients | Vk \2 and ([Vk, V}\, V/) are constant. Note that ([Vk, Vj], V¡) =

0 if Vl■ E a or if V¡ E na, Vj E nfl) Vk E ny with ß + y ¥= a (here we use the

convention that n0 = a).

Proposition 1. Let a be any root, Ya a unit vector in na, Ha E a the vector dual to

a (i.e. (Ha, H)— a(H)for all H E a ). Let y be a geodesic with

(8) Y'(o) = (/0i/a + goyjY(0).
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Then

(9) y'(t) = -jj—tanh(b + c\Ha\ t)Ha + csech(b + c\Ha\ t)Ya,

where c2 — f02 \ Ha |2 + gg, /0 = -ctanh b/\ Ha\ , g0 = csech b. (These formulas are to

be interpreted so that y' is constant if y'(0) Go.)

Proof. Choose the basis {V¡} so as to contain the vectors Ha, Ya. It is easy to

check that the functions fk given by the coefficients in (9) satisfy the equations (7)

with the appropriate initial conditions (note that in (7), ([Vk, VA, V¡)f¡fj = 0 unless

V, = Ya and Vj = Ya, Vk = Ha or VJ = Ha, Vk = Ya).

Consider a fixed geodesic satisfying the initial condition (8). Without loss of

generality, we may first normalize the metric so that | Ha \ = 1 (for this particular

root a) and then we may normalize the parameter on the geodesic so that | y' |2 = 1.

Then (9) becomes

(9)'' y'(t) = -tanh(6 + t)Ha + sech(b + t)Ya.

Proposition 2. Let a, ß be distinct roots and pick unit vectors Ya = n„, Zß G n«.

Suppose VyZß = [Ya, Zß] = 0. Let y be a geodesic with y'(t) given by (9)' (after the

appropriate normalization). The fZß is a Jacobi field along y if and only if y — f(t)

satisfies the differential equation

(10) 0=y"+ {-<//„, Hß)sech2(b + t) - ((//„, Hß)tanh(b + t))2}y.

Further, one always has | (Ha, Hß}\< 1.

Proof. Note that vH = 0 for any H E a (cf. [4, p. 407]) so one computes

R{Ha, Zß)Ha = (Ha, HßfZß, R(Ha, Zß)Ya = 0.

R(ya> Zß)Ha = WYyzHa - VZfiVYHa = vK[zß, //„] - V7ß[Yn, HJ

= -ß(Ha)VyZß + a(Ha)vzYa = 0.

Also, \7YYa = Ha (cf. [4, p. 407]) so

R(Y*. Zß)Y« = -VzFyJ. = -VzHa =[//„, Zp] = (//„, Hß)zß.

Thus

R(y', fZß)y'=f{(Ha, Hß)\anh2(b + t) + (Ha, Hß)sech2(b + t)}zß.

Trivially, one finds Vy>Vy-(fZß) = f"Zß. Thus the Jacobi equation 0 = Vy VY( fZß)

— R(y', fZß)y' is satisfied if and only if/satisfied (10).

The result that | (Ha, Hß)\^ 1 follows from a direct case by case calculation

allowing all possibilities for the roots a, ß and the facts that (Xk, Xk)= w(Xk),

He  =jXk/u(Xk) (see [3, p. 63]). Thus for example, one computes

0D       (H^^2>H^-^2) = \(^)-^))   ioim<n<
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so if a = (em + e„)/2, ß = (em - e„)/2, we get | (Ha, Hfi)\< (Ha, Ha).

Lemma 2. The differential equation

(13) 0=y" + (sech2(b + t) - tanh2(è + t))y,

has the general solution

(14) y = c,sinh(/3 + t) + (cxt + c2)sech(b + t),

and the solution satisfying y(0) = 0, y'(0) = 1 is given by

(14)'    y =f(t) = 4{sechèsinm> + t) + (tsechb - sinh b )sech( b + t)}.

Further, for any b < — arcsinh(6/2 )/2, // t0 is defined by the conditions b + t0> 0,

cosh2(/> + /„) = 2, thenf'(t0) < 0.

Proof. That (14)' gives the solution is just direct computation. For the rest, note

that b < -arcsinh(6/2 )/2 implies 2sinh frcosh b = sinh(2/>) < -6f2 which implies

3^f2 sech b + sinh b < 0. By definition, we have b < 0, t0 > 0, cosh(¿> + r0) = fl,

sinh(/j + /„) = 1. Direct computation gives

/'('o) = {(3^2 sech b — '„sech b + sinh b).

Since /„sech b > 0, we get /'(/„) < 0.

Theorem 2. There exist bounded homogeneous domains D which in the Bergman

metric have focal points ( in the sense of [9,13]).

Proof. Fix b < -arcsinh(6V^)/2 and t0 as in the Lemma. Consider the differen-

tial equation

(10)' 0=y" + {usech2(b + t) - u2tanh2(b + t))y,

where « is a parameter, 0 < u < 1. Let fu be the solution satisfying the initial

condition /M(0) = 0, /u'(0) = 1. We may rewrite (10)' (and (13)) as a system of two

first order equations involving the unknowns y% y'. Apply [2, p. 58] to that system for

t in some compact interval containing 0 and r„ in the interior. We conclude that

there is a 8 > 0 such that/u'(f0) < 0 for 1 - 8 < u «s 1.

Recall that for the Bergman metric, one has [3],

(15) u(Xk) = c  1 +^dimnei/2 + -  2 dim n(et+e„,)/2   ,

where c > 0 is independent of k. We claim (see following construction), that there

exists a sequence of normal/-algebras so that, for a fixed pair of indices m < n, we

have always dim n(£ -e)/2 ** 2 and so that the dimension of ne /2 grows arbitrarily

large while the dimensions of all other root spaces (and a) stay constant. By (15),

one can make "(A^) — u(Xn) positive and u(Xn)/u(Xm) arbitrarily close to 0. Let

a = (em + £„)/2, ß — (em — e„)/2. By (11), we eventually have normal/-algebras
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with (Ha, Hß) < 0 and by (12), we eventually get normal/-algebras with

(Ha,Hß) =u(X„)/u(Xm)-l

(Ha,Ha)      u(X„)MXm)+l

within 8 of -1. Fixing such an algebra, we now choose c so as to obtain the

normalization | Ha \ = 1.

Now since dim nQ > 2, we can pick unit vectors Ya E na, ZßE x\ß so that

(Ya, jZß)=0. One knows that [Ya, Zß] E na+p = ntm so [Ya, Zß] = rXm. Then

0 = (Ya, jZp)= co[Ya, Zp] = m(Xm) shows that r = 0 and [Ya,Zp] = 0. Since

Ya, jZß are in the same root space na and 2a is not a root, one sees from (2) that

Vy jZß E a and in fact

jVyZß =  VyjZß =  ( Ya, jZß)Ha = 0.

Thus VyZß = VzYa = 0.

Let y be a geodesic with y'(t) - -tanh(/> + t)Ha + sech(b + t)Ya. Let w =

-(//„, Hß). Comparing (10) and (10)', we see that Proposition 2 says that fuZp is a

nontrivial Jacobi field along y vanishing at y(0), and by the construction of u and /„,

we see that (d/dt) \fuZß |2 is nonpositive at r{). By [9,13], this means D has a focal

point.

Construction. We indicate how to construct the sequence of normal/-algebras used

in the previous proof. Start with any normal/-algebra (s, /) with admissible form w.

Choose a 2-dimensional real vector space Ï5 with a fixed basis {e, /}. Let 5' = 5 © Î!

(as vector spaces) and extend/ to S' by setting/(e) =/,/(/) = -e. Extend the

bracket product to s' so that ad jXx | « = 1/2, [2k^2fXk © it, «] = 0 and [e, f] =

-A',/w(A'l). Extend w to s' so that w(ïî) = 0. A tedious but straightforward check

shows that (s', /) is a normal /-algebra with admissible form w. Further, it' =

[%', ë'] = n © 33 so a' = (n')±= a. The root spaces of the adjoint action of n on s'

are just

ná = "«    fora^lc,,       n;i/2 = nf|/2 © V.

It is easy to find normal/-algebras with dim n(f|     )/2 ^ 2. Pick such a one and

iterate the above construction to find the desired sequence.
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